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Abstract We study vertical dimensions of male-female disparities in the labor market. The analysis rests on the organization-based economy model introduced by Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2004, 2006). In this economy, agents choose to remain independent or to produce in a team made up of one (high ability) manager and several (low ability) employees. Producing in a team boosts individual productivity but entails communication costs. We assume higher costs in teams where the manager is a female and employees are males. The direct consequence of this assumption is that labor market is (horizontally) gender-segmented. The next step of the analysis is to take into account the fact that low skilled women workforce participation is low as compared to that of male. This affects the whole distribution of female earnings and occupational positions (employee, professional or manager). Results help understanding the vertical nature of gender occupational segmentation (in particular, the "glass ceiling" phenomenon), as well as the observed profile of male-female earnings differences along the distribution of earnings by percentile. Doing so, it complements available human capital analyses. JEL Classification: J21, J23, J31, J41, J7. Keywords: sex discrimination; gender-segregation in the labor market; occupational choice; distribution of earnings; continuous assignment problem.
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Introduction



This article provides a theoretical analysis of male-female disparities in the labor market. There indeed remains many gender differences as regards access to labor market opportunities. Women still participate less than men to the labor force and, when they do, they are more often unemployed or employed on a part time basis than men. The distribution of employment by occupation or sector remains very much gender-segmented: the large majority of both women and men are concentrated in a small number of ∗ Centre
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occupations that tend to be either female or male dominated (in particular, women are underrepresented in managerial and top administrative occupations). On average in OECD countries, women still earn 16% less than men per hour worked, and observable characteristics influencing productivity account for little of this gap.1 And yet, the balance in educational attainment between women and men is close to equality in most OECD countries (if not in women’s favor). The classic question thus is: where do all these differences come from, and how do they derive (or not) the ones from the others? A first usual interpretation of these facts is that women endure discrimination. They are assumed to have less favourable working terms than men due to some prejudiced employers, customers or coworkers (Becker, 1957). Analyses following this track were often designed to account for male-female wage differences all other things being equal (particularly the job under scrutiny). Empirical inquiries, however, reveal that pure pay discrimination is not the issue (Cain, 1986). Along this line of interpretation, a far more suggestive piece of evidence is the "glass ceiling" phenomenon describing the relative absence of women in management ranks (U.S. EEOC, 2004). But usual discrimination-based analytical frameworks do not look so well equipped to deal with such vertical aspects. A second classic interpretation puts forward male-female differences in human capital accumulation. Because women do the bulk of child rearing, they acquire less experience and fewer job-related ability than do men, which results in lower wages (Mincer and Polachek, 1974; Becker, 1985). This scenario has received good empirical support (Gunderson, 1989) which has been recently strenghtened by Erosa et alii (2005). Using U.S. data, they notice that the gender gap in hourly wages grows over the life cycle which is consistent with the human capital interpretation. However, human capital reading does not seem to provide the whole story. Wood et alii (1993) exploit a survey providing, for people with a given degree from a given university, precise measurements of training and work experience as well as extensive information on career interruptions due to child-care responsabilities. They find out that taking time from work to care for children indeed reduces wages significantly but that it still leaves one-fourth to one-third of the earnings gap unexplained. To better understand male-female disparities, many empirical investigations suggest to focus on vertical occupational segmentation (Cain, 1986; Blau and Ferber, 1987; MacPherson and Hirsch, 1995): much of the average difference in pay between men and women is attribuable to the fact that women are less likely to be found on higher-paying jobs. In particular, this comes close to the "glass ceiling" concern: why are women relatively absent in (higher-paid) management ranks? Lazear and Rosen (1990) provide a human capital argument considering that "only a tortured taste theory of discrimination" could account for vertical occupational segmentation. The idea is that promotion choices hinge on workers’ propensity to remain on the job because any firm-specific learning is lost when a worker leaves the firm. The higher propensity of women to quit makes it privately optimal (and socially efficient) to require higher threshold levels of ability for promotion. Women, assumed to have the same ability distribution than men, earn less because of a lower promotion probability. Winter-Ebmer and Zweimüller (1997) test this hypothesis empirically for the Austrian labor market. They find that high expected job-separation probabilities 1 See



the OECD (2002).
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account for some part of females’ high concentration in lower positions but that the main part of the differentials has to be attributed to an unexplained residual. Their conclusion is that neither the risk of childbearing nor different productive characteristics can explain the crowding of females in lower hierarchical positions... suggesting that some space remains for discrimination analyses. Besides, beyond women’s underrepresentation in management positions, another striking feature of gender occupational segmentation of the labor market is the overrepresentation of women in the "professionals" category (OECD, 2002; U.S. EEOC, 2004). This is particularly suggestive since occupations in this category require educational attainments comparable to that of the "officials and managers" category, differing only with respect to management.2 In the present paper, we propose a (hopefully, not so tortured) discrimination interpretation of previous empirical evidence with the intention to complement human capital analyses. More precisely, we provide an analysis of the link between gender occupational segmentation and earnings differentials which sheds a new light on the "glass ceiling" concern. An additional empirical issue related to our analysis, is that the male-female earnings gap widens as we consider higher ranked working persons in the earnings scale. In 1999, for the U.S., the ratio of female-to-male earnings was 0.813 at the 10th earnings percentile but only 0.649 at the 90th earnings percentile.3 A human capital reading of these figures would be that people in higher percentiles of the earnings distribution are well advanced along their life cycle: gender gap in work experience accumulation would explain the earnings gap. Another (discrimination-based) reading is that people in higher percentiles are well advanced... along the job ladder. The remaining of this paper develops this view. Our analysis lies on the organization-based economy introduced by Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2004, 2006). In their model, agents choose to remain independent or to produce in a team made up of one (high ability) manager and several (low ability) employees.4 ,5 Producing in a team boosts individual productivity but entails communication costs. We assume specially high communication costs in teams where the manager is a female and employees are males. The direct consequence of this assumption is that labor market is horizontally gender-segmented. There are only two types of teams: all females or all males. We pursue the analysis by taking into account the particularly low workforce participation of female at the bottom of the skill scale. This affects the whole distribution of female earnings and occupational positions (employee, professional or manager). Results help understanding the vertical nature of gender occupational segmentation (in particular, the "glass ceiling" phenomenon), as well as observed profile of male-female earnings differences along the distribution of earnings by percentile. The remaining of the paper decomposes into five steps. In a first step, we provide some experimental evidence of a male-female asymmetry in terms of communication and influence in groups, as well as some 2 We



come again to that point in more details below. U.S. Census Bureau (2004, p. 15). 4 Hereafter, for the sake of clarity (most notably as regards the interpretation of our results), we do not stick to Garicano 3 See



and Rossi-Hansberg’s labels except for the "manager" occupational position. We refer to Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg’s "workers" as employees, and to their "self-employed" as professionals. 5 Within the perspective of their knowledge-based model Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg also refer to managers as problemsolvers.
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labor statistics related to our analysis. The step two is devoted to presenting the model while, in the third step, we give the result of horizontal gender-segmentation. The fourth step provides analytical results for uniform distributions. These results concern male-female differences in the labor market as regards: occupational positions, the distribution of earnings, the structure of organizations. In the last step, we discuss our analytical results relating them to empirical findings provided below. We are particularly concerned to stress the complementarity between our analysis and the usual human capital perspective on male-female disparities in the labor market.
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Some facts related to our analysis



Facts listed below are meant to provide some ground to our assumptions and to document the main dimensions of male-female disparities under scrutiny.



2.1



Socio-psychological ground: gender and communication within production teams



Our basic argument is a specific (well-delimited) interpretation of Becker’s male co-workers discrimination story. We assume that, compared to other team configurations, communication is more costly (timeconsuming) when taking place between (low-ability) male employees and (high-ability) female problemsolvers. We found several evidence drawn from social psychology closely related to this assumption. Interruptions in group discussion. A first set of evidence deals with behavioral gender differences in group discussions regardless of formal position differentials (employee versus problem-solver). In group discussions, men talk more, more often assume leadership position, receive more positive statements and fewer negative statements, are more likely to show nonverbal task and dominance cues (Kollock, Blumstein, and Schwartz, 1985; West and Zimmerman, 1977). Smith-Lovin and Brody (1989) experimentally investigates interruptions in group discussions. Exploring the finding that men interrupt women more frequently than women interrupt men, they study speakers transitions in six-persons, task-oriented experimental groups. They find that in their interruptions, men discriminate by sex in attempts and in yielding to interruptions by others whereas women interrupt and yield the floor to males and females equally. Furthermore, interruptions are more likely to succeed against women than against men (especially when interruptions are disruptive and negative in character). Men, on the other hand, are more able to fend off potential disruptions, especially when directed at them by women. We believe that such an asymmetry can lead to special costs as regards communication between a female speaker (the problem-solver) and a male listener (the employee) which do not exist in other gender configurations. Influence. Another line of socio-psychological evidence stresses male-female asymmetries in access to leadership. It indicates that the contribution of women are often undervalued in social interactions (e.g. Carli, 1991; Wagner and Berger, 1997). Lucas (2003) conducts an experiment to study women disadvan-
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tage in leadership positions as conceived in terms of influence on others’ decisions. The situation is one of group interaction in problem-solving. Participants have to answer 15 multiple choice questions, each asking to select the best course of action to tackle a problem. Influence is measured by the number of times, in situations with initial disagreement between the participants and the group leader, that participants switched to the answer provided by the leader. Participants are told that leaders are appointed on ability. It turns out that male leaders attain higher influence than female leaders. When distinguishing according to participants’ gender, Lucas obtains the following results: (a) the highest influence is that of male leaders on female participants; (b) male leaders influence on male participants is exactly that of female leaders on female participants; (c) the lowest influence is that of female leaders on male participants. Within the framework of our analysis, this means that male employees appear as specially prone to resist some female manager’s solution proposal which we view as time-consuming.



2.2



A few labor statistics



Before presenting the model, a few labor statistics related to our analysis deserve attention. Our intention is to document the dimensions of male-female disparities in the labor market under scrutiny afterwards. When available, we give the statistics over OECD countries, but we will also refer to the U.S. case when considering specific data not (to our knowledge) commonly available over OECD countries. Gender segmentation in the labor market. The distribution of employment by occupation or sector is very much gender-segmented. OECD (2002) uses occupational information at the most detailed level available to analyse the extent to which employed women and men are concentrated in a small number of occupations. In the OECD area, the vast majority of female workforce (at least 75%) is concentrated in just 19 out of 114 occupations. These 19 occupations tend to be strongly female-dominated, with women representing 70% of total employment on average. On the other hand, on average, 75% of male are employed in 30 out of 114 occupations, in which the male share of employment averages 73%. Low-skilled women participation in the labor market is noticeably below that of men. This is a crucial (exogenous) aspect of our analysis of male-female disparities in the labor market. In all OECD countries, labor force participation rates are much higher among women with a tertiary qualification than among low-educated women. This is not the case (or to a much lower extent) for men. Over all OECD countries, ratios of female over male participation rates amount to: 0.55 (= than upper secondary education, 0.79 (=



69.4% 87.8% )



44.3% 81.1% )



for people with less



for people with secondary education, and 0.85 (=



78.4% 92.6% )



for people with tertiary education.6 Our point is that, in a gender segmented labor market, the relative scarcity of low-skilled women has a signficant impact on highly skilled women achievements. Occupational patterns: the differentiated distribution of male and female working persons between occupational positions. On average across the OECD countries for which data are available 6 OECD



(2002, table D, p. 318). This figures are respectively: 0.67, 0.85, and 0.89 for the United-States; and 0.74, 0.86,



and 0.92 for France.
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on a harmonised basis,7 women are underrepresented in all three sub-major groups of the administrative and managerial occupations.8 Interestingly however, in the average over OECD countries considered,9 women are overrepresented in the group "Professionals".10 This holds in all submajors11 except for the physical and engineering science professionals. Most occupations in the "Professionals" group require high skill levels but little management.12 In accordance with these aspects, the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (2002) indicates that: 9.4% of american white women participating to the labor force have their job in the group "Officials and managers" against 16.4% for white men; 21% have their job in the group "Professionals" against 17.5% for white men.13 Our analysis suggests some connection between previous figures, the overrepresentation of women among professionals balancing their underrepresentation among managers. U.S. ratio of Women’s earnings to Men’s earnings by earnings percentile The 1999 U.S. ratio of women’s earnings to men’s earnings by earnings percentile is decreasing along the distribution: starting from over 0.9 at the 5th percentile, it decreases to 0.8 at the first quartile, then 0.72 at the median, 0.67 at the third quartile, and below 0.6 at the 95th percentile.14
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The model



3.1



The economy - Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2004)



Following Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2004, 2006), we consider an economy in which production results from drawing problems that need to be solved. Production requires operational time and ability to solve the problems arising in operation. Workers are endowed with some ability level z which they apply to deal with problems; they draw a particular problem (one per period) and, possibly, solve it, in which case their operational time is useful. The population is described by a given distribution of ability levels, Γ (.), with density function γ (.) over [0, 1]. Problems are distributed over the same segment, problem z occuring with probability φ (z); Φ (.) denotes the associated cumulative distribution function. An agent of ability level z can solve all problems over [0, z]. This implies that a more able agent can always solve the problems a less able agent can solve. Agents can form teams, so that whenever they fail to solve a problem on their own they can submit it to a more able agent. This allows the latter to specialize on handling some problems and not others. 7 EU



countries, Canada, Iceland, New Zealand, Norway, and Switzerland. group of "Legislators, senior officials and managers".
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For



a



description



of



this



group,



see



http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/isco88/1.htm. 9 As well as in 18 of the 24 countries considered. 1 0 For a description of this group, see http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/isco88/2.htm. 1 1 "Physical and engineering science professionals", "Life science and health professionals", "Teaching professionals", "Other professionals". 1 2 See http://www.ilo.org/public/english/bureau/stat/isco/isco88/1.htm. 1 3 This group gathers "occupations requiring either college graduation or experience of such kind and amount as to provide a comparable background" U.S. EEOC (2004), available online: http://www.eeoc.gov/stats/jobpat/2002/us.html. 1 4 Available online: http://www.census.gov/prod/2004pubs/censr-15.pdf.
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Two assumptions are made about communication between agents. First, it is assumed that higher ability agents spend a fraction h < 1 of their time communicating their knowledge about each problem submitted to them, irrespectively of whether they can actually solve it or not; solving problems does not take time in itself. Second, an agent asking for help does not know who knows the solution. He first tries to solve the problem himself and, in case of failure, submits it to a more able agent in his team. An employee of ability z, submits a problem with probability 1 − Φ (z). As Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2004) do, we focus on the case where organizations only have one or two layers, and agents can choose to work on their own (to be a professional, the organization has one layer) or work in a team (an organization of two layers). Teams are formed by managers, who use all their time in problem-solving, and employees, who use all their time in production.15 Hence, a team of n employees and 1 manager has n units of production time available and 1 unit of knowledge communication time. The production of such a team is then simply Φ (z) n, where z is the ability of its manager, and is subject to this manager’s time constraint. The number of employees matched to some given manager is limited by their ability. Since each employee of ability z• fails to solve his problem with probability 1 − Φ (z• ), the managerial time constraint is given by: (1 − Φ (z• )) nh = 1. Denoting w (z• ) the wage of an ability z• employee, the rent of an ability z manager is given by r = Φ (z) n − w (z• ) n.



3.2



Male, female, and prejudice



There are two types θ of agents: females, indexed by F , and males, indexed by M . Agents of both gender are assumed to be identically distributed over the ability segment [0, 1] i.e. the two populations are fully similar in terms of productivity. Yet, differences exist between the two populations. A first difference concerns the cost of producing in a team: it is assumed that communication between a female manager and a male employee takes more time than in cases where the manager is a male or both agents ˆ are females. If hθθ denotes the fraction of time necessary for a manager of gender ˆθ to communicate M M F his/her knowledge to an employee of gender θ, one assumes: hF F = hM = hF = h ≤ hM . A second



difference is that least able females may fail to participate in the labor force whereas males always do. Females of ability below some exogenous parameter z F ≥ 0 are assumed not to participate in the labor force. In addition to its recipient’s ability, the wage function may therefore depends on his gender: wθ (.), θ ∈ {F, M}.



3.3



Characterization and properties of the equilibrium



An equilibrium is characterized by: an allocation of agents of each gender to occupational positions (employees, managers, or professionals); the ability compositions of teams (i.e. the matching between employees and managers); the gender composition of teams (i.e. the matching between employees’ and manager’s gender and the representation of employees of each gender within teams); two earnings functions, one for each gender, such that agents do not want to switch either teams or occupational positions. 1 5 Garicano



(2000) shows that such a specialization pattern is optimal.
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Proposition 1 (Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg, 2006) Such an equilibrium exists, is unique, and exhibits positive sorting: higher ability employees are matched to higher ability managers. The positive sorting result derives from a complementarity between employees’ and manager’s ability level, as will appear clearly just below. It follows that the equilibrium can be characterized by two   pairs of thresholds z˜θ , z˜θ θ∈{F,M} such that z˜θ ≤ z˜θ and, for θ ∈ {F, M}: gender θ agents of ability z ≤ z˜θ become employees, gender θ agents of ability z ≥ z˜θ become managers, and those in between are



professionals.
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An horizontally segmenting equilibrium



Let us consider the optimal composition of (two-layers) organizations. Suppose that a mass 1 of ˆθ managers of ability z are matched with a mass nF of female employees of ability zF , and a mass nM of ˆ



ˆ



male employees of ability zM . This entails devoting a fraction tθ of their time to the former, and 1 − tθ



to the latter. For this to be an equilibrium, the assignment must be such that managers could not be better off: matching with either lower or higher ability employees; changing the gender composition of their work team (and thus the allocation of their time). This requires that the assignment solves: max



(zF ,nF ),(zM ,nM ),tˆθ



(Φ (z) − wF (zF )) nF + (Φ (z) − wM (zM )) nM ,



subject to ˆ



(1 − Φ (zF )) hθF nF ˆ



(1 − Φ (zM )) hθM nM ˆ



tθ



ˆ



= tθ , ˆ



= 1 − tθ , ∈



[0, 1] .



This rewrites: max



zF ,zM ,tθˆ



Φ (z) − wM (zM ) ˆ



(1 − Φ (zM )) hθM



+







Φ (z) − wF (zF ) ˆ



(1 − Φ (zF )) hθF



−



Φ (z) − wM (zM ) ˆ



(1 − Φ (zM )) hθM







ˆ



ˆ



tθ , tθ ∈ [0, 1] .



(1)



The proposition below states that if two managers with equal ability but of different gender were to be matched to some employees of a given gender, these employees would be of identical ability. Lemma 2 Ability assignment functions do not depend on managers’ gender. Proof. See the appendix. From (1), it appears that communication costs play as scale factors: the technical aspects of the assignment (complementarity between the manager’s and employees’ abilities) are independant from cost minimization. Ability assignment functions, thus, are only indexed by employees’ gender. Let mθ (.) be defined, for any employee’s ability z, from the first order optimality condition, that is: wθ′ (z) =



F (mθ (z)) − wθ (z) φ (z) . 1 − Φ (z) 8



In order for labor markets16 to clear, it must be the case that the supply of employees for any measurable set of abilities be equal to the demand for these employees by managers. This labor markets equilibrium condition splits up according to gender as follows: for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ], 



z



zF







tF (x) g (x) dx + (1 − F (x)) g (x) dx = h mF (z F )



while, for all z ≤ z˜M , 



0



mF (z)



z



(1 − F (x)) g (x) dx =







mM (z)



mM (0)



1 − tF (x) g (x) dx + hF M



 



mF (z)



tM (x) g (x) dx. h mF (z F )



mM (z)



mM (0)



1 − tM (x) g (x) dx. h



(2)



(3)



The only differences between conditions (2) and (3) are a tightened female labor force: z F > 0 and a higher communication cost in female manager / male employees teams hF M > h. Previous equilibrium conditions have two possible interpretations depending on which labor market one considers. If you consider the market for managerial time, the left hand side is the demand side and the right hand side, the supply. If you consider the market for team productive time (time devoted to draw productive problem within a team), the left hand side is the supply and the right hand side the demand. A crucial aspect of Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg’s approach is to stress the connection between these two labor markets as you consider organized teams production. Proposition 3 Equilibrium is gender-segmenting: male employees are matched to male managers and female employees to female managers. Proof. See the appendix. The result derives from wage adjustment. If some male manager were to be matched to a female employee this would also be the case for a female manager, and ability-matching male employees would remain unemployed. In labor market equilibrium there are no unemployed but no mixed-match. From     previous proposition follows that for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 , tF (z) = 1 whereas, for all z ∈ z˜M , 1 , tM (z) = 0.



Therefore, labor markets equilibrium conditions simply write: for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ], 



zF



while, for all z ≤ z˜M ,



1 h







mF (z)



1 (1 − F (x)) g (x) dx = h







mM (z)



z







0



z



(1 − F (x)) g (x) dx =



mF (z F )



g (x) dx,



g (x) dx.



mM (0)



In the remaining, we focus on the special case where both problems and abilities are uniformly distributed.
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The properties of the segmented labor market



All through this paper, the maximum number of layers is set to 2 which, in the case where abilities and problems are uniformly distributed requires h ≥ 0, 75. The results below require to build the equilibrium 1 6 There



is one for each pair (gender, ability level).
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which we do in the appendix. This section splits into four stages. First, we present the results relating to male-female differences in occupational position. Second, we focus on results relating to male-female differences in earnings along the distribution of abilities. Third, we focus on the results relating to the structure of organizations as depending on their gender composition. We postpone intuitions of the three sets of results to a fourth stage. All the results are illustrated in figure 1 (which displays the case where z F = 0.2). In this figure, the male earnings curve is depicted in thin while the female earnings curve is in bold. Vertical lines corresponds to ability thresholds (thin for male, bold for female) for which agents   switch occupational position, namely: z˜θ , z˜θ θ∈{F,M} .



5.1



Male-female differences in occupational position



The combination of horizontal gender-segmentation and low workforce participation of least able female employees affects the occupational positions of all women in the labor market as compared to that of men. Proposition 4 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then, z F > 0 entails: z˜F > z˜M , and z˜F > z˜M . Proof. See the appendix. The latter proposition brings two results. First, that women remain employees for higher ability levels than men (or, equivalently, that women become professionals from a higher ability standard than men). Second, that women become managers from a higher ability standard than men. Proposition 5 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then, z F > 0 entails:



1 − z˜F < 1 − z˜M , 1 − zF the fraction of managers is higher among men than among women. Proof. See the appendix. This replicates the glass ceiling concern of the relative absence of women from management ranks. We come again on this aspect when considering the organizations structure. Proposition 6 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then,



z F > 0 entails:



z˜F − z˜F > z˜M − z˜M , 1 − zF the fraction of professionals is higher among women than among men. Proof. See the appendix.



Corollary 7 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then, z F > 0 entails:



z˜F − z F < z˜M , 1 − zF the fraction of employees is higher among men than among women. 10
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Figure 1: Earnings functions of males (thin curve) and females (bold curve), and occupational pattern for each gender. Proof. A direct consequence of the two previous propositions. We now turn to male-female differences in earnings along the scale of abilities, as generated by the model.



5.2



Male-female differences in earnings



The tightening of the female workforce (as compared to the male workforce) entails an adjustment of earnings. Indeed, the combination of horizontal gender-segmentation on the one hand, and low workforce participation of the least able female employees, on the other hand, affects the whole distribution of female earnings. Proposition 8 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then, z F > 0 entails: for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F [, wF (z) > max {wM (z) , Φ (z)} . Proof. See the appendix. At a given ability, female employees earn more than male employees. We discuss this feature in the last section.
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Proposition 9 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then,   z F > 0 entails: for all z ∈ z˜M , 1 ,



Proof. See the appendix.



 rM (z) > max rF (z) , Φ (z) .



At a given ability, male managers earn more than female ones.



5.3



Male-female differences as regards organizations structure



For θ ∈ {F, M }, let zθ (z) denote the ability of gender θ employees assigned to a (gender θ) manager of ability z. The next result states that the ability of the manager matched to a given employee is higher when this employee is a man (or conversely, that the ability of the employee matched to a given manager is higher when this manager is a woman). Proposition 10 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then, z F > 0 entails: • from employees perspective, for all z ∈ [z F , z˜M ], mM (z) − mF (z) = cst > 0,   • or, from managers perspective, for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 ,



zF (z) > zM (z) .



Proof. See the appendix. For θ ∈ {F, M}, let nθ (z) denote the mass of gender θ employees assigned to a (gender θ) manager of ability z. Corollary 11 Let us assume that both abilities and problems are unifromly distributed over [0, 1]. Then,   z F > 0 entails: for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 , nF (z) > nM (z) .



Proof. See the appendix. This reinforces the "glass-ceiling" aspect of our analysis. All other things being equal, upsized female work teams implies... less teams managed by females, thus, less female managers.



5.4



Intuitions of the results



Let us comment on the equilibrium features of the female labor market taking the male labor market as a reference. When substracting the least able women from the labor market, we do two different things: we reduce the mass of available female employees (a quantitative impact); we tighten the range of available female ability levels (from the bottom of the ability scale, a qualitative impact). These changes induce two adjustment processes: one is a wage adjustment, the second is an ability matching adjustment. 12



Wages and abiliy matchings adjust so as to guarantee labor market equilibrium. The ability matching adjustment can be thought of as fulfilling a particular task, namely, supporting the positive sorting result. Quantitatively, the reduced mass of available female employees requires positive wage variations to encourage the switching of some female virtual professionals into employees; it also entails a decrease in the rents of female managers, some of whom (the least able) switching to professionals. This gives the intuition of propositions 4, 8, and 9. Qualitatively, wage positive adjustments insert more able agents in the mass of female employees. These agents are absorbed, through the ability matching adjustment, by the best female managers. This adjustment spreads down the (managers’) ability scale so that, at a given ability level, female managers are matched to better employees than male managers. This gives the intuition of the proposition 10. Furhtermore, it makes it possible for female managers to form upsized production teams and so the intuition of corrolary 11. Finally, since female managers match upsized employees teams, covering a given mass of employees require a smaller mass of female managers. The mass of female virtual professionals who become employees is lower than that of virtual managers who become professionals. And so the results presented in propositions 5, 6, and 7.



6



Discussion



The purpose of this paper was to provide a discrimination-based analysis capturing the vertical dimensions of male-female disparities in the labor market, and coping with the shortcomings of the human capital story. In particular, we wanted to give an overall picture of three aspects of male-female disparities in the labor market, namely: (a) the glass ceiling phenomenon, (b) the overrepresentation of female among professionals, (c) the widening earnings gap along the distribution of earnings by percentile. To do this, we rely on the job-based analysis17 introduced by Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg (2004). Our interpretation lies on two inputs: higher communication costs in production teams where employees are male and the manager is a female, which induces the horizontal gender-segmentation of the labor market; the relative absence of low skilled women from the labor force, which induces the specific female earnings and occupational pattern. Modelled in this way, the economy exhibits the following features: • women remain employee up to a higher ability standard than do men; • women become manager from a higher ability standard than do men; • The fraction of managers is higher among men than among women; • The fraction of professionals is higher among women than among men; • at a given ability, female employees obtain higher wage than male employees; • at a given ability, female managers obtain lower earnings than male managers;



1 7 As



defined in Lazear (1995).



13



• at a given ability, female managers are matched to more able employees than men managers; • at a given ability, female managers are matched to bigger teams than male managers: consequently, there are less female than male organizations. These results are obtained assuming identical initial distribution of both gender on the ability levels segment. The substraction of least able women from the labor force, however, puts the average ability of females above that of males. Therefore, our results are obtained without assuming any human capital advantage of male over female workers. This option is mostly justified by our concern about keeping our results attribuable, on a univocal basis, to our specific assumptions. But this is at a cost: it leads to the conclusion that female employees earn more than male employees which is at odds with empirical findings. And so a complementarity relationship between our analysis and those based on human capital differences between men and women. Our story needs a human capital argument to be fully consistent with facts: once you insert it in the analysis (assuming, for instance, that the distribution of males over ability levels is shifted upward as compared to that of females) you obtain again the result that male earnings are above those of female all through the distribution while keeping the decreasing feature of the earnings gap as revealed in labor statistics. With this respect, the added value of our analysis is to give some rationale of why the male-female earnings gap should be tightened at the bottom of the distribution of earnings by percentile and widened at the top. In return, as we point it in introduction, the human capital story does not appear as sufficient to account for observed gender vertical disparities: some discrimination argument is needed. We believe that previous results help to take a fresh look at gender differences in occupational distribution. An insightful aspect of Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg’s model is to distringuish between two kinds of occupational positions: those the (labor market) return of which depends strongly on organizational performance and those the return of which does not. We put employees and managers in the first kind of positions; professionals in the second. Indeed, both employees and managers earn more than their "intrinsic" productivity as defined by the fraction of problems they can solve by themselves, whereas professionals just get their "intrinsic" productivity. This observation helps understanding why the scope of Garicano and Rossi-Hansberg’s model goes beyond the case of two-layers organizations versus "selfemployed". Some professionals can conduct their activity within an organization and still have their earnings independent from this organization’s performance (they are paid as if they were self-employed); this is not the case as for employees and managers. Our assumption is that, added to an horizontal gender segmentation of the labor market (as resulting from prejudiced male employees), the lack of lowskilled women in the labor force reallocates working women between previous occupational positions. This reallocation is unfavorable to the most able women.
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7 7.1



Appendix Ability assignment functions do not depend on managers’ gender 



 ˆ Proof. For each pair θ, ˆθ ∈ {F, M } × {F, M}, let’s define functions zθθ (.) by: ˆ



zθθ (z) = arg max zθ



Φ (z) − wθ (zθ ) ˆ



(1 − Φ (zθ )) hθθ



.



First order optimality condition writes: 



 



 Φ (z) − wθ zθˆθ (z) 



 ˆ ˆ 



 φ zθθ (z) . wθ′ zθθ (z) = ˆ 1 − Φ zθθ (z)



ˆ It does not depend on hθθ and, therefore, on ˆθ: for all z, zθF (z) = zθM (z), θ ∈ {F, M}.



7.2



Equilibrium is gender-segmented



Proof. In equilibrium, wages adjust such that all agents participating to the labor market get a job. The employment of a female agent of ability z ∈ [z F , z˜F ] involves that hiring her is at least beneficial to managers of one gender of ability mF (z). Both gender get the same rent hiring a female employee of ability z, 16



 F M rF (mF (z)). With obvious writings,18 it must be that: rF (mF (z)) ≥ min rM (mF (z)) , rM (mF (z)) =



F rM (mF (z)). Let us consider a male agent of ability zM (mF (z)) where function zM (.) is the inverse



function of mM (.). z ∈ [z F , z˜F ] ⇒ mF (z) ≤ 1 ⇒ zM (mF (z)) ≤ z˜M i.e. zM (mF (z)) is a employee. This involves:  F M max rM (mM (zM (mF (z)))) , rM (mM (zM (mF (z)))) ≥ rF (mM (zM (mF (z))))



⇔



 F M M max rM (mF (z)) , rM (mF (z)) ≥ rF (mF (z)) ⇒ rM (mF (z)) ≥ rF (mF (z)) .



M F We thus have, for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ], rM (mF (z)) ≥ rF (mF (z)) ≥ rM (mF (z)) i.e. male managers (weakly)



prefer male employees whereas, female managers (weakly) prefer female employees. Furthermore, suppose M male managers are actually indifferent about employees’ gender, that is rM (mF (z)) = rF (mF (z)). This F entails rF (mF (z)) > rM (mF (z)) i.e. female managers strictly prefer female employees and are willing M to increase female wage to attract them. This leads to rM (mF (z)) > rF (mF (z)) and male managers



strictly prefer male employees. As a consequence, equilibrium is gender-segmented.



7.3



Characterizing equilibrium



Note first that, since labor markets equilibrium conditions hold for a continuum of values, we can derive them with respect to z. For uniform distributions over [0, 1], this leads to the following differential equations: m′F (z) = (1 − z) h for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ] , m′M (z) = (1 − z) h for all z ∈ [0, z˜M ] , and therefore: mF (z) = mM (z) =



 1



2 2 (1 − z F ) − (1 − z) h + z˜F for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ] , 2  1



1 − (1 − z)2 h + z˜M for all z ∈ [0, z˜M ] . 2



We now turn to wage functions. For all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ], wF′ (z) =



F (mF (z)) − wF (z) φ (z) , 1 − Φ (z)



that is, for uniform distributions, wF′ (z) =



mF (z) − wF (z) . 1−z



With the expression of mF (.) obtained below, we need to solve the following differential equation: 



 2 2 1 (1 − z ) − (1 − z) h + z˜F F 2 wF (z) ′ wF (z) + = . 1−z 1−z 1 8 For



  ˆ all z ∈ z˜θ , 1 ,



  −1 Φ (z) − w m (z) θ θ ˆ  .  rθθ (z) =  ˆ hθθ 1 − Φ m−1 θ (z)
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The result is, for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ] : wF (z) =



1 z˜F − wF (z F ) wF (z F ) − z F z˜F (z − z F )2 h + z+ . 2 1 − zF 1 − zF



The determining of wM (.) takes the same stages, leading to:   1 wM (z) = z 2 h − wM (0) − z˜M z + wM (0) . 2     To fully characterize equilibrium, it just remains to find z˜F , z˜F , z˜M , z˜M , wM (0) and wF (z F ) such     that: first, mF (˜ zF ) = 1, wF (˜ zF ) = Φ (˜ zF ), and rF z˜F = Φ z˜F ; second, mM (˜ zM ) = 1, wM (˜ zM ) =  M  M Φ (˜ zM ), and rM z˜ = Φ z˜ . This comes to solve: Characterizing equilibrium requires to solve the two systems: 



  2 2 1  (1 − z ) − (1 − z ˜ ) h + z˜F = 1 F  F 2   z˜F −z F F 1−˜ zF 1 zF − z F )2 h + 1−z wF (z F ) + 1−z z˜ = z˜F , 2 (˜ F F  F  z ˜ −w z  ( ) F F F  = z˜ (1−zF )h  



 1   1 − (1 − z˜M )2 h + z˜M = 1  2    1 2 M z ˜ h − w (0) − z ˜ z˜M + wM (0) = z˜M , M M 2   M  z˜ −wM (0)  = z˜M h This leads to:



  1 2 1 − + ρ (h, z F ) , − 1 + z F − ρ (h, z F ) , h h   2 wF (z F ) = (1 − (1 − z F ) h) − 1 + z F − ρ (h, z F ) , h     1 2 M z˜M , z˜ = 1 − + ρ (h, 0) , − 1 − ρ (h, 0) , h h   2 wM (0) = (1 − h) − 1 − ρ (h, 0) . h    



3 4 2 ⇒ ρ (h, 0) = where ρ (h, z F ) = h32 − h4 + 1 + 2 1−h z + z − + 1 . 2 F F h h h   = z˜F , z˜F



7.4



Occupational choices



7.4.1



Ability thresholds are higher for women than for men.



Proof. For z F > 0, ρ (h, z F ) > ρ (h, 0) which directly induces z˜F > z˜M . Furthermore, given z˜F − z˜M = z F − (ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0)), it is easy to check that arg maxh∈[0,75;1] ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) = 1 so that, for all



h ∈ [0, 75; 1[, ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) < ρ (1, z F ) − ρ (1, 0) = z F which ensures that z˜F > z˜M . 7.4.2



There are more male than female managers.



Proof.



1−˜ zF 1−z F



< 1 − z˜M if and only if



1 ρ(h,z F )−z F +2(1− h ) 1−z F



  < ρ (h, 0) + 2 1 − h1 or



ρ (h, z F ) < (1 − z F ) ρ (h, 0) + 18







 2 − 1 zF . h



With ρ (h, z F ) =



 2 ρ (h, 0)2 + 2 1−h h z F + z F , one easily obtains that, for h ∈ [0.75, 1[, the previous condi-



tion holds if and only if



zF < 2



2



h



 − 1 − ρ (h, 0) ρ (h, 0) −  2 1 − h2 − 1 − ρ (h, 0)



1−h h



.



The last step is to note that, for h ∈ [0.75, 1[, the right side term of this inequality is higher than 1 and thus higher than z F . 7.4.3



There are more female than male professionals.



Proof. With



1−˜ zF 1−z F



< 1 − z˜M , proving that the fraction of employees is higher among men than among



women is sufficient to show that the fraction of professionals is higher among women than among men... 1 1− h +ρ(h,z F )−z F z˜F −z F and easier. z˜M > 1−z if and only if 1 − h1 + ρ (h, 0) < or 1−z F



F



  1 zF . ρ (h, z F ) < ρ (h, 0) − ρ (h, 0) − h



With ρ (h, z F ) =



 2 ρ (h, 0)2 + 2 1−h h z F + z F , for h ∈ [0.75, 1[, the previous condition holds if and only if zF < 2



1−h h



+ (1 − ρ (h, 0)) ρ (h, 0) .  2 1 − ρ (h, 0) − h1



For h ∈ [0.75, 1[, the right side term of this inequality is higher than 1 and thus higher than z F .



7.5



Earnings...



7.5.1



of employees.



Proof. For all z ∈ [z F , z˜M ], earnings are given by wF (z) = wM (z) = so that:



  1 (z − z F )2 h + z˜F h z + (1 − h) z˜F , and 2   1 2 z h + z˜M h z + (1 − h) z˜M , 2



wF (z) − wM (z) = wF (z) − wM (z) > 0 if and only if



   1 2 z F − 2zz F h + ((1 − h) + hz) z˜F − z˜M . 2



z˜F − z˜M >



1 2z F z − z 2F h. 2 (1 − h) + hz



With z˜F − z˜M = z F − (ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0)), wF (z) − wM (z) > 0 if and only if: 1 2z F z − z 2F   2 h1 − 1 + z 1  − 1 z F + 12 z 2F h  1 h −1 +z 1  1 2 h − 1 zF + 2 zF ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0)



zF −



> ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) (≥ 0) , > ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) , >
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 1 − 1 + z. h



The right term takes its highest value on [z F , z˜M ] for z = z˜M = 1 − h1 + ρ (h, 0). As a consequence, 1  1      1 2 1 2 1 1 h − 1 zF + 2 zF h − 1 zF + 2 z F > − 1 + z˜M ⇒ > − 1 + z, for all z ∈ [z F , z˜M ] . ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) h ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) h  2 Let us consider this latter sufficient condition. Given ρ (h, z F ) = h32 − h4 + 1 + 2 1−h h z F + z F , let A = 3 h2



−



4 h



1 2 + 1 and B = 1−h h zF + 2 zF . 1  1 2  √ B h − 1 zF + 2 zF √ > A ⇔ A + B > A2 + 2AB, > ρ (h, 0) ⇔ √ ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) A + 2B − A



which is indeed the case. For all z ∈ [˜ zM , z˜F [, female earnings remains wage wF (z) whereas male are professionals and earn Φ (z). Yet, by construction, wF (z) > Φ (z) so that female employees earn more than male professionals. 7.5.2



of managers.



  Proof. For all z ∈ z˜F , 1 , earnings are given by



z − wF (zF (z)) z − wM (zM (z)) and rM (z) = , (1 − zF (z)) h (1 − zM (z)) h   where zθ (.) is defined, for all z ∈ z˜θ , 1 , by mθ (zθ (z)) = z. That is:19 , 20 rF (z) =



 1    2 2 2 F zF (z) = 1 − (1 − z F ) − for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 , z − z˜ h  1  2   2 M zM (z) = 1 − 1 − for all z ∈ z˜M , 1 . z − z˜ h



Using the expression of z˜F and z˜M one can check that 



 12 2   1 2 for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 , zF (z) = 1 − − ρ (h, z F ) + (1 − z) h h   12 2   1 2 zM (z) = 1 − for all z ∈ z˜M , 1 . − ρ (h, 0) + (1 − z) h h As a consequence  2  12  2 1 2 2 h 3 wF (zF (z)) =  − ρ (h, z F ) + (1 − z) + ρ (h, z F ) −  + ρ (h, z F ) − + 1, h h h 2 2h



 2  12  2 1 2 2 h 3 wM (zM (z)) =  − ρ (h, 0) + (1 − z) + ρ (h, 0) −  + ρ (h, 0) − + 1. h h h 2 2h



(.) is defined for z such that z < z˜F + h2 (1 − z F )2 . This condition is always verified for z ≤ 1. Indeed, given    3 1 2 ρ (h, z F ) = − h4 + 1 + 2 1−h z F + z2F , note that z˜F + h (1 − z F )2 ≥ 1 ⇔ ρ (h, z F ) − h ≥ 0 which, obviously is h 2 h2 19 z F



true. 2 0 To check it is the case, read the previous footnote substituting 0 to z . F
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Earnings functions express as: 



2  12 1 2 2 2 h z−1− − ρ (h, z ) + (1 − z) + ρ (h, z ) − F F h h h 2 − ρ (h, z F ) + F r (z) =



  12 2 2 1 − ρ (h, z ) + (1 − z) h F h h  



2  12 1 2 2 2 h 3 z−1− − ρ (h, 0) + (1 − z) + ρ (h, 0) − h h h 2 − ρ (h, 0) + 2h M r (z) = ,



  12 2 2 1 + h (1 − z) h h − ρ (h, 0)



3 2h



,



which simplifies into:



F



r (z) =



rM (z) =



 12 2 2 1 − ρ (h, z F ) + (1 − z) − ρ (h, z F ) , h h   12 2 2 1 2 − − ρ (h, 0) + (1 − z) − ρ (h, 0) . h h h 2 − h







Let us consider the function α (.) defined by 2 α (ρ) = − h







 12 2 1 2 − ρ + (1 − z) − ρ. h h



Deriving α (.) with respect to ρ leads to α′ (ρ) = 



1



h



1 h



−ρ  12 − 1, 2 2 − ρ + h (1 − z)



  which can be shown to be strictly negative. It follows that for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 and z F > 0, ρ (h, 0) <   ρ (h, z F ) ⇒ rM (z) > rF (z). As for z ∈ z˜M , z˜F , the fact that men have chosen to produce as managers rather than professionals entails rM (z) > Φ (z).



7.6



Ability matching



Proof. Assignment functions express as  1



2 mM (z) = 1 − (1 − z)2 h + − 1 − ρ (h, 0) for all z ∈ [0, z˜M ] . 2 h  1



2 mF (z) = (1 − z F )2 − (1 − z)2 h + − 1 + z F − ρ (h, z F ) for all z ∈ [z F , z˜F ] , 2 h



so, for z ∈ [z F , z˜M ],



mM (z) − mF (z) =



 1 2z F − z 2F h + ρ (h, z F ) − ρ (h, 0) − z F 2



The difference is independant of z. For z F > 0, mM (z) > mF (z) if and only if:   h 1−h 2 ρ (h, z F ) > ρ (h, 0) + 2 z + zF , 2 h F  2 With ρ (h, z F ) = h32 − h4 + 1 + 2 1−h h z F + z F , this condition rewrites:   1 



 2 2 z − z F h2 + z F h. 2 1 − h − 4h + 3 > 2 F 21



One can show that for h ∈ [0, 75; 1], the left side term of this inequality is strictly increasing in h so that √ √     arg minh∈[0,75;1] 2 1 − h2 − 4h + 3 = 0, 75 and 2 1 − h2 − 4h + 3 ≥ 12 . Similarly, for h ∈ [0, 75; 1],   since z F < 1, the right side term is strictly decreasing in h so that arg maxh∈[0,75;1] 12 z 2F − z F h2 +z F h =   9 2 3 1 0, 75 and 12 z 2F − z F h2 + z F h ≤ 32 z F + 16 z F < 15 32 < 2 . For all h ∈ [0, 75; 1], thus, the above inequality holds i.e. mM (z) > mF (z).



From previous proofs, we have 



 12 2   1 2 − ρ (h, z F ) + (1 − z) for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 , zF (z) = 1 − h h   12 2   1 2 for all z ∈ z˜1 , 1 . zM (z) = 1 − − ρ (h, 0) + (1 − z) h h with ρ (h, z F ) > ρ (h, 0), which directly entails zF (z) > zM (z).



7.7



Spans of control



Proof. With uniform distributions, nF (z) =



  for all z ∈ z˜F , 1 ,



1



(1 − zF (z)) h   1 nM (z) = for all z ∈ z˜M , 1 . (1 − zM (z)) h   Since, by the previous proof, for z ∈ z˜F , 1 , zF (z) > zM (z), it is the case that: nF (z) > nM (z).
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